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Communications – Promotional Material and Newsletters 
“Breakthrough:  How One HFA Woke up the Media and  

Brought Attention to the HFA Way of Lending” 
 
Publicizing and bringing awareness to the success of homeownership and multi-family lending 
products offered by MassHousing – and Housing Finance Agencies in general – has long been 
difficult, particularly since the onset of the financial crisis in 2008. While many lenders retreated 
from the market during the dark days of the mortgage industry meltdown, MassHousing and 
other HFAs posted record lending years and more importantly, made lending capital available 
to qualified lower and moderate-income borrowers who had become increasingly underserved 
and preyed upon by unscrupulous lenders. 
 
The media, however, tended to focus their reporting on the negative aspects of the mortgage 
meltdown rather than highlight the positive impacts being made by HFAs like MassHousing. 
 
Background 
In January of 2012, MassHousing announced a new home mortgage program that quickly 
became immensely popular with consumers. It was made possible by an exclusive partnership 
between HFAs and Fannie Mae, and it did not require mortgage insurance (MI) which is 
typically required for loans with less than a 20% down payment. Thanks to this new loan 
product, MassHousing’s homeownership lending skyrocketed to $1.2 billion in fiscal year 2013, 
a 55% increase over the previous year’s record homeownership lending total of $570 million. 
The Agency also had its second best lending year for rental housing at $369 million. 
 
Overall, MassHousing lent $1.6 billion for affordable housing in FY 13, shattering by 72% the 
previous year’s overall record of $968 million. 
 
Still, despite a solid run of record lending years and outstanding performance it was increasingly 
difficult to attract media coverage of MassHousing – and HFAs in general - and of the 
responsible lending practices that HFAs have always employed in contrast to predatory and 
subprime lending that caused the mortgage meltdown in 2008.  
 
Goals and Objectives 
MassHousing needed someone to tell the Agency’s success story and bring attention to the 
positive influence MassHousing and other HFAs have had amidst the housing crisis and 
recovery. The majority of the media coverage regarding home buying was negative and dire 
and stood in sharp contrast to MassHousing’s success in lending to thousands of qualified low- 
and moderate-income homebuyers, most of whom bought homes with low down payments 
and loans that did not require MI.  MassHousing believed this was a problem common to HFAs 
in terms of the unbalanced reporting of the mortgage finance industry and wanted to find a 
way to change this.  
 
The Agency also wanted the opportunity to highlight its longstanding lending guidelines that 
require first-time buyers to complete a home buyer education course coupled with strict 
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underwriting and income documentation standards that ensure only borrowers who can afford 
to buy and maintain a home receive MassHousing loans. In contrast to the predatory and 
subprime lending that caused the mortgage meltdown, MassHousing wanted to advocate for 
HFA practices more broadly and tell the “story behind the story.” The story was simple:  that 
HFAs have a proven and responsible way of providing safe, affordable mortgage loans and this 
is the kind of business practice to which the industry needed to return. To do this, MassHousing 
needed to educate the media and the public about HFAs in general: who they are and what 
they do. 
 
Implementation of Planning and Strategy 
MassHousing identified a news release announcing the Agency’s record lending year as the best 
opportunity to attract the media in Massachusetts and nationally to tell MassHousing’s success 
story and awareness of the nation’s HFAs. As a result, the Agency took the following steps: 
 

 MassHousing wrote the release as if it were writing the news story itself.  This way, if 
media ran the release verbatim MassHousing would have complete control over its 
message. 
 

 MassHousing sent the release to dozens of media outlets but made a deliberate and 
calculated effort to ensure that it was received by key and influential journalists 
covering the mortgage and affordable housing beats. 

 

 MassHousing highlighted the success of its borrowers in buying and refinancing homes 
with low down payments and with loans not requiring MI, which saved customers 
hundreds of dollars a month on their mortgage payments. 

 

 The quotes from MassHousing’s CEO reflected the Agency’s advocacy for responsible 
mortgage lending while also highlighting MassHousing’s overall success and positioning 
its CEO as an expert in the industry. He was also prepared to make himself available for 
interviews. 

 

 MassHousing had successful borrowers poised to offer testimonials in the event 
journalists wanted to interview “real people’’ for their stories.    

 
Results 
MassHousing’s release generated local coverage immediately.  Its larger success was then fully 
realized a few weeks later when the Agency was contacted by two highly respected business 
news organizations – Bloomberg News and the Boston Business Journal (BBJ).  Both outlets 
expressed a desire to write more in-depth profiles on MassHousing and the success of the 
Agency’s various business lines. Bloomberg, by extension, was also highly interested in learning 
more about HFAs, their unique relationship with Fannie Mae, and how HFAs were emerging as 
a national player in the mortgage industry.  Victory!  This was exactly the outcome for which 
the Agency had worked. 
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MassHousing made its CEO available for extensive interviews with both reporters, and worked 
with the Bloomberg reporter to connect him with officials at other HFAs who were having 
similar success providing quality, affordable home loans to low- and moderate-income 
borrowers. MassHousing also connected him with a borrower who had used MassHousing’s 
“No MI” product and bought a home with a 3% down payment.  This provided the kind of 
personal interest that the reporter needed to enhance the story. 
 
Ultimately, Bloomberg reporter Prashant Gopal wrote a detailed and extensive story about 
MassHousing specifically and HFAs generally, leading his piece with the story of the borrower 
MassHousing provided! The BBJ’s Craig Douglas also wrote an extensive online story about 
MassHousing’s successful business practices and record lending fueled by the No MI product. 
Among the objective goals achieved from the release were: 
 

 The Bloomberg story was made available to hundreds of thousands of the news 
service’s subscribers and ran in publications in California, New York, New Mexico, 
Vermont, and a trade publication, the National Mortgage News, according to the 
Meltwater Online Media Monitoring service. 

 

 The BBJ article was available to online subscribers and broader Internet audiences. 
 

 The stories were strongly favorable to HFAs and portrayed MassHousing and HFAs as 
innovative and emerging leaders in the mortgage industry and publicized these 
agencies’ longstanding success in helping borrowers buy homes with low down payment 
options.  It also highlighted very effectively the unique partnership with Fannie Mae that 
allows HFAs to be the sole providers of No MI loans. 

 

 As importantly, both stories portrayed MassHousing’s CEO as an innovative expert in 
affordable housing finance and the Bloomberg story quoted other industry experts and 
academics who endorsed the successful and influential practices and products of 
MassHousing and HFAs in general lending excellent credibility and weight to the story. 
 

Summary 
News releases have long been a way for organizations to disseminate news and information but 
in this case, MassHousing made some alterations to reach a larger targeted audience and 
achieve exceptional results. By writing the release like a news story, MassHousing could be 
more proactive in expressing the information and messages the Agency wanted reported. 
Additionally, MassHousing was prepared to make its CEO available to educate and promote the 
mission of MassHousing and HFAs.  Having the highest ranking executive at the Agency 
available for interviews when the media expressed interest greatly enhanced the story. Finally, 
MassHousing worked extensively with the media after they contacted the Agency to make sure 
every question was answered and to put them in contact with other HFAs and experts to 
achieve the goal of promoting MassHousing and its partner HFAs. 
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Outlet/Publication Country Circulation: Unique Visitors Circulation: Potential Viewership
Daily Freeman United States

Farmington Daily Times United States 12002 12002

Santa Cruz Sentinel United States 94709 94709

MontereyHerald.com United States 37866 37866

Bennington Banner United States 8052 8052

Inside Bay Area United States 221822 221822

The Willits News United States 3579 3579

San Jose Mercury News United States 2597322 2597322

Sun Sentinel United States 1663466 1663466

Orlando Sentinel United States 2466400 2466400

The Oakland Press United States 151400 151400

National Mortgage News United States 5586 5586

FreeNewsPos.com United States

Bloomberg United States 12750515 12750515

Bloomberg - mobile edition United States

Bloomberg Businessweek United States 9388037 9388037
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